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6 Comments 0 Likes Statistical Notes Be First as It's 1. SHOP MANUAL KUBOTA Models L185-L235-L245-L275-L285-L295-L305-L345-L355-L355 INDEX (starting from point) L185 L235 L245 L285 L295 L305 L345 BRAKES Adjustment 105 R AND Capital Repair 106 CLUTCH 63 Overhaul 65 Remove and Reinstall 64 COOLING SYSTEM Fan Shaft 59
Radiator 56 Thermostat Water Pump DIESEL FUEL SYSTEM Fuel Filter 44 Glow Plugs 54 Injectable Nozzle 50 Injection Pump 46 DIFFERENTIAL AND BE GEARVELS Differential Lock 97 Overhaul 92 Remove and Re-install 91 Wiring Charts ENGINE And COMPONENTS Cam Followers 29 Camshaft 33 Compression Release 24 Connecting Rods and
Bearings 38 Crankshaft and Main Bearings 39 Crankshaft Rear Oil Seal 40 Cylinder Head 23 Cylinder Sleeves 37 Flywheel 41 Oil Pump 42 Piston and Rings 35 34 39 39 39 38 39 64 64 64 64 38 39 38 39 39 38 39 64 L355 105 105 106 65 105 106 63 65 105 105 105 63 63 105 106 63 66 105 106 63 66 105 106 63 65 64 56 57 58 44 54 54 50 46 97 92
91 60 62 29 33 24 56 57 58 x44 54 50 46' 97 92 91 60 0 62 29 33 24 56 57 58 44 54 50 46 97 9 2 91 60 62 29 33 24 56 56 157 58 44 54 50 46 97 92 91 60 62 js 61 via 29 33 24 56 57 58 44 54 50 46 97 93 91 60 62 64 29 33 24 56 57 58 44 54 50 46 97 93 91 60 62 29 33 24 56 57 58 44 54 50 46 97 93 91 60 62 29 33 24 56 57 58 44 54 50 46 97 93 91
60 62 29 33 24 38 39 40 23 37 41 42 35 40 23 37 41 42 35 40 23 37 41 42 35 40 23 37 41 42 35 40 23 37 41 42 35 40 23 37 41 42 35 40 23 37 41 42 35 40 23 37 41 42 35 2. INDEX (CONT.) L185 L235 L245 L275 L285 L295 L305 L345 L355 ENGINE AND COMPONENTS (CONT.) Piston Pins 36 Remove and reinstall engine 22 Rod and Piston Units
34 Timing Gear Cover 31 Timeline Gears 32 Valve Guides 26 Valve Levers 28 Valvers and Seat. 25 Valve Springs 27 Valve Timeline 30 FINAL DRIVE Overhaul 101 Remove and reinstall 100 FRONT SYSTEM (excluding FWD) Axis 1 Steering Spindel and Wheel Hub 3 Tie of Rheda and Toe-In 2 FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE Differential and Bevel Gear
Assembly 8 Drive Shaft 9 Front Astert 6 External Drive Assembly 7 Tie Rhodes and Toe-In 5 Transfer Case 10 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM Fluid and Filter 114 Hydraulic Valves 121 Pump 119 Rockshaft Housing 127 Tests and Set up 116 Troubleshooting 115 POWER TAKE-OFF Overspending Clutch 109 Remove and Reinstall 108 SHUTTLE TRANSMISSION
Shuttle Clutches Shuttle Control Valve STEERING SYSTEM Guide 11 Power Steering Pump FORST 70 Rear Transmission 74 Shifter Rails and Forks 68 22 34 31 32 26 28 25 27 30 103 10 0 100 1 3 2 8 9 6 7 5 10 114 121 119 127 116 115 111 110 36 22 34 31 32 26 28 27 30 100 1 3 3 2 8 9 6 7 5 10 114 121 119 127 116 115 109 108 36 22 34 31 32 26
28 25 27 30 103 100 1 3 2 8 9 6 7 5 10 114 121 119 127 116 115 111 110 36 22 34 31 32 26 28 25 27 30 102 100 1 3 2 114 121 119 127 116 115 109 108 36 34 31 32 26 28 25 27 30 104 100 1 3 2 8 9 6 7 5 10 114 121 119 127 116 115 109 108 36 22 22 31 32 26 28 25 27 30 104 100 1 3 2 8 9 6 7 5 10 114 121 120 127 116 115 112 36 22 34 31 32 26 28
25 27 30 104 100 1 3 2 8 9 6 7 5 10 114 121 120 127 116 115 112 36 22 34 31 32 26 28 25 27 30 104 100 ... 8 9 6 7 5 10 114 121 120 127 116 115 113 11 13 18 81 85 11 70 74 00CO-' 81 85 11 70 74 11 70 74 13 18 70 74 13 18 70 74 90 88 13 18 83 85 79 68 69 68 68 69 69 80 3. SHOP MANUAL Paragraphs 104-106 inside and grease the lip seals
with fat before reinstalling the shaft axis. At the same time, it is necessary to reinstall the reintegration of the differen-tial transmission shaft and bullish equipment. Tighten the axe-le nut (3) to the torque 196-245 N-m (145-180 ft.-lbs.), then nut the cola after 10 11 12 13 14 15 pics. 137-blown view of the final build of the drive used on 1, 2. ;i. 4. 5. (&gt;. 7. 8. l
10. 11. 12. Key. 14. Model L285. Nut Bearing Bull Gear Sleeve Washer Bearing Oil Seal Seal retainer axle shaft differential transmission shaft bearing Snap ring oil seal If). Housing axis tightening. Tighten the lid of the axis to align-ment bolts (A-Fig. 136) first, then tighten the remainder of the lid screws evenly torque 48-56 N-m (36-41 ft-pounds.). Models
L295-L305-L345-L355 104. Overhaul. To disassemble the final drive, first a separate axis case (1-fig. 139) from the lid (11). Secure axe-le shaft in thion, then remove the bearing (4) and nut (5). Take bull passes (6) and pinion gears (17) along with co-ver. Tap the axis shaft (13) of the lid to be-ing careful not to damage the shaft. Remove the bearings (10)
and oil print (12). To re-assemble the final drive of the reverse disassembly procedure. Be sure to grease the lips seal oil with fat until the shaft axis is reinstalled. Tighten the nuts of the axis (5) to the torque of 245-295 N-m (180-215 feet-pounds.). Tighten the axis lid of the alignment bolts (A-Fig. 136) first, then tighten the re-main lid screws evenly with a
torque of 54-59 N-m (40-43 feet-pounds.). 10 11 Pic. The 138-blown-like Finai disc assembiy is used on the L235 and L275 models. 1. Axis case 2. Bearing :W. Walnut 4. Bull's gear 5. Spacer T. Shim 7. (above the ring H. Snap 9. Bearings I (i.e. Oil Seal 11. Shaft 12. Bearings:. Differential gear shaft Reece 139'Expioded kind of finai assembly drive used on
Modeis L305 and L345. Mod-eis L295 and L355 are simiiar except for one axis shaft of outdoor bearing (1) used on Modei L295 and piug (3) and the harness (2) are not used on any single model. 1. Axis case 2. Snev) ring. 5. Connect 4. Bearing r. Walnut t;. Bull's gear 7. Spacer 8. Puck 9. Binding of the U ring). Bearings 11. Cover 12. Oil printing i:i Axle
shaft 11. Differential shaft 15. Connection Hello. Bearings 17. The Bull Pinion G (AR BRAKES ADJUSTMENT All models 105. Free-travel brake pedal, measured on top of pedals (Figure 140), should be approximately 30 mm (1-3/16 inches). the free-play pedal should not exceed 5 mm (3/16 inches). To adjust the free-drive pedal, loosen the brake rod jam
nuts and adjust the turn of the buckle (8-Fig. 141) to get the desired pedal free drive. Make sure both pedals are adjusted the same way. RDR AND REFM ALL models except the L285 106. Removing the disk build, first remove the final build of the drive. No1. Free trdvei' Fig. 140-Adjust the brake pedal connection to get an approximate 30 mm (1-3/16
inches) pedal free tra vei. 51 4. Item 107 pic. 141-Blown view of a typical brake control connection. 1. Pedal R.H. 2. Pedal L.H. 3. Bushings 4. Bushings 5. Clutch support 6. Pedal shaft 7. Brake rods 8. Turnhack 9. The park hrake rod 10. Park hrake ratchet rice. The 142-blown-up view is internal, wet, brake-build-type drive used on L235, L245, L275, L295,
L305, L345 and L355 models. The libS brake model is similar except for one brake disc (7) used. The L2B5 brake model is shown in the pic. 145. 1. Ball place 2. Ball 3. Camera plate 4. Camera 5. Ring 0 6. Ring binding 7. Brake drive 8. Brake plate ; . 9. Sleeping Sleeve 10. Laying 11. Duvel 12. Brake housing 13. Ring 0 14. Brake camera lever g. 143-Check
the plane braking camera plate us-ing glyker gage and surface plate. paragraph 100. Disconnect the brake rod from the brake chamber lever, then remove the brake assembly of the hulls, the balls (2-fig. 142) and the seat (1) from the rear case. Separate fist plate (3), brake discs (7) and plate (8) from brake geese-ing (12). Inspected all parts for excessive
wear or other damage and resume as needed. Move the camera lever (14) manually to check the KUBOTA. If the cam (4) binds, remove and clean. Be sure to update ring 0 (5). Check the plane of the camera plate (Figure 143) us-ing surface plate and sticker goij. If a 0.3 mm (0.012 inch) glyquer goij can be inserted between the surface plate and the trained
surface of the fist plate, upgrade the cam plate. Measure the thickness of the fist plate with the ball mounted, as shown in the rice. 144. If the thickness is less than 20.6 mm (0.811 inches), refresh the cam plate. The minimum allowable braking thickness is 4.2 mm (0.165 inches). The minimum allowable thickness of the brake plate is 2.1 mm (0.083 inches).
To reinstall the braking assembly, change the removal procedure. Apply grease coating to the balls (2 - figure 142) and seats (1) to keep them in place. Make sure the brake chamber plate fits tightly into the four projec-tions differential bearing of the case. Renewal of brake housing 0 ring (13). Adjust the free-travel brake pedal, as indicated earlier. Model
L285 107. To remove the brake assembly, turn off the brake rod and remove the brake lid (12-fig. 145). Remove the outer ring of the snap (9) and remove the brake drum (10). Remove the brake shoes (7) and reverse spring (8). Thaw and remove the anchor plate (5). Remove the retaining ring (6) and remove the brake chamber (2). To update the oil seal of
the brake shaft, carefully snatch the old seal from the the body of the drive. Grease the lip with a new grease seal, then set over the pit of the pignon to be careful not to damage the lip seal. Brake shoes (7) should be updated when the lining is worn within 0.3 mm (0.012 inches) of the head rivets. The maximum allowable internal diameter of the brake drum is
147 mm (5.79 inches). Check the camera and clean and polished rotating sur-face as needed. Upgrade ring 0 (4) and padding (1). To reinstall the brake, change the removal procedure. Adjust the brake pedal free travel journey paragraph 105. Fig. 144-ball -Measure cam plate thick with instalied, as shown. Link to text Reece. The 145-blown-looking externai,
dry, drum and shoe type brake used on the Modei L2B5. 1. Laying 2. Cam Assi. 3. Duvel 4. Ring O 5. Anchor plate 6. Ring binding 7. Brake shoes 8. The return of spring 9. Tie ring 10. Brake drum 11. Strip 12. Cover 12 52 5. SHOP SHOP Items 62-65 Rice. The 66-blown-like starter used on the L285, L295, L305, L345 and L355 models. 0.1 Frame 2. Brush
3. Fixture 4. Gasquet 5. Brush holder 6. Brush Spring 7. Gasquet 8. Magnetic switch assy. 9. Ball 10. Pinion and clutch equipment assy. 11. Reduced gear 12. Drive the end of the frame 9 10 Make sure that certain signs of compliance are aligned when assembling the final frames. STARTER MOTOR AND MAGNETIC SWITCH All models 62. To test the
starter and switch the work, disable the lead from the C ter-minal (Figure 88) magnetic switch and connect the battery of the positive terminal directly to the lead C starter. Connect the negative battery terminal to the starting frame. If the engine runs smoothly, the magnetic switch is faulty; if not, the engine is faulty. The magnetic switch pull into the coils and
hold in the coils should work porperly with the V2 with nominal voltage (six volts) used to switch terminals. Resuming the magnetic switch as a unit if defective. Refer to the rice. 84, 85 and 86 for explod-ed view of the starter engines. When maintaining an ing starter engine, check the rebar and field coils for short or open circuits an (i resume as needed. The
depth of FMnion interaction is set by a magnetic switch hook (H-Fig. 84 or 85). mm (0.004-0.016 inches) on the L185 and 0.1-0.5 mm (0.004-0.020 inches) models on L2 models. S5, L245 and L275. CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT All 6H models. Clutch with edal free travel should be measured on tof) i)edal. Adjust the length of the rod bond clutch (l-p'ig.) As
needed, to obtain the following recom- on-the-amendment free travel: 25-: 5 mm (I'm up to 1% inches) on all models, except for the L235 and L275 models with dual-stage clutch, which should be 30-40 mm (1-3/16 to 1-9/16 inches). On all models, make cer-tain clutch releases completely after the ad-justing free travel and adjust if pic. 91-Mera ciutch pedai
free travei at the top of the pedai. Adjust the length of the ctutch rod (1) for the recommended free fare. Adjust if necessary (A) You need to get to the text. Adjust the safety start switch (Figure 91) to get the recommended gap between the switch and the operating hand. The L355 should have a clearance of 2.0-3.0 mm (0.080-0.120 inches). On the L235 and
L275 dual-clutch models, the clearance should be 1.0-2.0 mm (0.040-0.080 inches). On all other models the clearance should be 0.5-1.0 mm (0.020-0.040 inches). Make a cer-tain starter will not ope'rate until the clutch clutch pedal Depression. REMOVE AND FIRST install all 64 models. THE CLUTCH HAS CRACKED. To separate (split) the tractor between
the engine and the clutch, proceed as follows: Remove the silencer and hood. Turn off the battery cables. Drain oil from the transmission casing compartment, steering tank (if so equipped) and motor oil. On the models are equipped (I'm front-wheel drive, detach the drive shaft. Discon-nect stop rod engine (if so equipped), throttle rod control, decompressor
con-trot cable, tractor meter cable and hydraulic tubes as needed. Turn off the fuel and turn off the fuel soup and the fuel return pipe. Engine support and transfer witti fits cleavage stands or overhead lift. Remove the engine bolts and then separate the engine from the flywheel shelter. Connect the tractor by reversing the split-ing procedure. Tightening the
teners to torque 50-56 nm (37-41 ft.-pounds.) OVERHAUL One Plate Clutch 65. Refer to the rice. 93 for a blown-up kind of clutch assembly of one plate. Clutch cover and pressure plate (2) are only available as assembly; All other components are available individually. Check the backlash between the clutch drive and the main shaft lines. The reaction
should not exceed 2.0 mm (0.080 inches). Check the grip before wear by measuring from the surface of the clutch disc to the top of the rivet. If the depth is less than 0.3 mm (0.012 inches), update the clutch drive. Fl, enew clutch drive if it is deformed, burnt or oil soaked. Check the plane pressure plate using straightedge and feeler gage. The plate should be
flat within 0.2 mm (0.008 inches). View the release bearing for ex-cesspool wear or roughness when switched on and updated as needed. 31 6. Items 66-68 KUBOTA Fig. 93-Exp/otfed kind of one piate clutcii assembiy, used on some modea. 1. Clutch Drive 2. The pressure plate is assy. 3. Release sleeve number 4. Fork 5. Case 6. Issue of bearing 7. The
return of spring 8. Spacer 9. Ring 0 10. Clutch shaft; Fig. 95Crins between the top of the adjustment screw and the bird pressure piate shouid be 1.0 mm (0.039 inches). The double slab of the Clutch 66, a blown-up kind of double-assembly clutch plate used on some models, is shown in the pic. 94, Before removing the assemblage of the clutch with a
flywheel, the scribe matches the marks through the assembly clutch and flywheel. The clutch assembly is dynamically balanced and must be assembled in its original position. To disassemble the clutch, use a press or clutch mount on the clutch tool (Code 07916-90050) to depress the clutch cover and spring voltage on the release levers. Remove the
release lever pins, then separate the clutch components. Examine all items for excessive wear or other damage. The reaction between the clutch discs and the transmission shaft lines should not exceed 2.0 mm (0.080 inches). The depth from the surface of the clutch disk to the top of the rivet should not be less than 0.3 mm (0.012 inches). Resuming clutch
discs if deformed, burnt or butter oil Resuming pressure plates, if not flat within 0.2 mm (0.008 inches). View the release bearing for wear or roughness when turned on and update as needed. To assemble the clutch, mount the clutch components on the clutch alignment tool (Code No. 07916-90050), making certain matching marks made before the
disassembly aligned. Measure the gap between the top of the handling bolts (figure, 95) and the pto pressure plate with the gage feeler. Turn the adjustable bolts as needed to get one. Aperture Springs 2. Release Rod 3. Release lever 4. Front cover 5. Pto 6 clutch drive. Pto pressure plate rice. The 94-blown-looking duai clutch assembly plate used on some
models. 11. Adjustment Bolt 7. The back cover is 12. Releasing the bearing; : 8. Pin 13. Hub 9. Drive clutch thrust 10. Traction pressure plate 14. Fork 15. The clutch shaft is 16. Return of spring figs, 9e'Clearance between gage unit (1) and reiease iever adjustment screws shouid be 0.3 mm (0.12 inches). recommended clearance of 1.0 mm (0.039 inches).
Position The Gage Block (1 - Figure 96) on the clutch assembly tool. Adjust the release lever bolts to get a clearance of 0.3 mm (0.012 inches) between the top of the bolt and the goij unit. Use the clutch centering tool to align the clutch discs and support the clutch when reinstalling the device on the flywheel. Tighten the clutch mounting lid screws to torque
24-28 N-m (18-20 feet,-pounds.). RELE (L185-L245- L285-L295-L305- L345) 67. The four-speed sliding transmission of the main transmission unit combined with high low-range transmission provide eight forward speeds and two reverse speeds. SHIFTER RAILS AND FORKS Models L185-L245-L285-L295 68. RRS AND OVERHAUL. Shift rails, forks and
related parts are shown in Pic, 97. The L185, L245 and L295 models have three speeds of 32 7. SHOP MANUAL Paragraphs 53-58 emerging in the straight axis fronni nozzle tip. If the pattern is wet, ragged or inter-toe, the nozzle must be repaired or updated. OVERHAUL. Solid or sharp tools, Emery fabric, wire brush or smirk ding compound should never
be used. The approved nozzle cleaning kit is available through a number of specialized sources. Wipe all the dirt and loose carbon from the ex-terida assembling nozzle. Secure the nozzle in the soft tyzawih jaw or holding the fixture and remove the nozzle of the nut (10-fig. 63). Carefully separate the parts and place in the clean calibration of oil or diesel as
they are removed. Make sure the parts from each injector are stored together and separately from the other units. Clean the outer surfaces using a brass wire brush, soaking in an approved car-bon solvent, if necessary, to loosen solid carbon deposits. Rinse the parts in pure diesel immediately after cleaning to solvent and prevent etching of polished
surfaces. A clean nozzle spray hole from inside us-ing pointed hardwood stick. Clear the carbon from the pressure chamber using a hooked scraper. Clean the seat valve using a brass scraper. Casting all the parts with strips-ing in pure diesel. Check the nozzle fit by holding the body nozzle vertically and lift-ing the needle valve around the V3 of its length,
then release the needle. Needle. must glide into its place with its own weight. If the nee-dle movement is rough or sticky, reclean or resumes assembling the nozzle valve as needed. Build an injector while the parts are immersed in diesel fuel to avoid con-tamination. Make sure the pressure of the ad-justing shell (5) is in place. Tighten the noz-zle nut to the
torque of 59-78 N-m (44-58 ft.-lbs.). Do not tighten as the distortion can cause the nozzle valve to stick and no amount of tightening can stop the leak caused by scratches or dirt. Rechecking the injector, as it was indicated earlier. GLOW PLUGS All Models 54. One glow candle is provided in the precombustion chamber of each cylinder. To check the glow of
the cork, discon-nect wiring the cable from the glow of the ter-minal plug, then connect the ohmmeter through the glow of the plug-in terminal and body. Resistance should be about 1.5 oms. If the resistance is zero ohms, the glow of the plug is short. If the resistance is infinite, the open chain exists in the glow of the fork. COOLING SYSTEM 55. All models
use a pressurized cooling system that raises the boiling point of the liquid. All models except LI85 use an im-peller centrifugal pump to provide forced fluid circulation and ther-mostat to stabilize the operating temperature. The LI85 uses natural circulation, in which the relative density of hot and cold liquids provides fluid circulation. This system does not use a
cooling pump or ther-mostat. This ut-most important thing is that the cooling level will be maintained at a level that fully covers the upper elbow of the cooling hose. RADIATOR All models 56. The radiator cover pressure valve is set to open at 88.3 kPa (12.8 psi) on all models. Some models are equipped with a whistle-like warning device attached to the
radiator overflow pipe. Make sure the whistle is prompt and properly con-nected to the radiator. To remove the radiator, first drain the coolant and remove the hood. Turn off the radiator hoses and the air purifier hose. Remove the mounting caps of the screws, then lift the radiator from the tractor. THERMOSTAT All models except the L185 57. On models so
equipped, the pass-by type of thermostat is located in the elbow socket. The thermostat should start opening at 82 degrees Celsius (180 degrees Fahrenheit) and be fully open at 95 degrees Celsius (203 degrees Fahrenheit). WATER PUMP All models except the L185 58. RRS AND OVERHAUL. Check for the appropriate rice. 64, 65 or 66 for a blown-up
kind of water pump. To remove the pump, drain the cooling system and remove the radiator, if necessary, to access the pump. Remove the fan belt, then remove and remove the water pump. To disassemble the pump, remove the pulley fan with a suitable pulley. Displace the pump shaft Front retaining ring, then press the shaft and bearings forward from the
impeller and pump the body. Remove the seal assembly from the pump body. All parts of the water pump are available separately. To assemble the pump, change the disassembly procedure. At pumps equipped with a pulley fan keeping the nut, tighten the nut to torque 70-78 N-m (50-58 ft-lb.). in L'Lly 111 I 1I 1 r pic. G3 - Exploded view of the injector device
used on all models. 1. Nut 2. Bv-pass fittin (S. Washer 4. Pressure fittin No 5. Shim H Snrinti 1. Click Tap 8. Space nozzle iK and valve U). N ('zzel nut F/g. 64'-exploded water pump type used on L235, L275 and L355 models. 1. Pully 2. Hub No. 3. Fixer No.1. Shaft and bearinj a.ssy. B.' Bddi 7. (iHsket H. Print assv. 9. Impeller 27 8. Items 59-60 FAN SHAFT
Model L185 59. To remove the cooling fan and build the shaft, drain the cooling system and remove the radiator. Remove the fan belt and fan. Remove the retaining nut (8-fig. 67) and remove the fan shaft (2), pulley (4) and bearings (5). Update details as needed. Reinstall the shaft fan assembly by reversing the removal procedure. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM



ALTERNATOR AND REGULATOR All 60 models. Testing. To check the charging system, first disable the connec-tor wiring from the alterator. Turn the main rice. es-Exploded is a type of water pump used on L245, L295 and 1305 models. 1. Nut 2. Fan 3. Pully 4. Keeping ring 5. Bearing 6. Key 7. Shaft 8. Bearing 9. Keeping ring 10. Body 11. Strip 12.
Slinger 13. Print assy. 14. Impeller Fig. 66 - The exploded view of the water pump used on the L285 and L345 models. 1. Body 2. Gasquet 3. Print assy. 4. Impeller 5. Slinger 6. Nut 7. Locklisher 8. Pully 9. Tie ring 10. Bearing 11. Key ' 12. Shaft 13. Bearing 14. Snap ring 15. Fan 16. The KUBOTA plate lock is activated and then measures the voltage through
the E and F terminals (Figure 68) of the connect-tor. The voltage should be at least 12 volts (battery voltage). Check the output without load: Connect the lead jumper between Terminals F and B (Figure 69) and Ground Terminal E to the alterator frame. Connect the voltmeter through Terminals B and E, as shown in the photo. Start the engine and run above
1,300 rpm, then turn off the main switch and turn off the ground cable from the battery to make sure that only the voltage change is indicated on the voltmeter. The voltage should be at least 14 volts. Measure the resistance of the rotary coil, slip the ring and brush by connecting the ohm-meter through terminals F and E (Figure 70), Resistance should be six
ohms and the maximum allowable is 10 ohms. If the changer does not meet the test specifications, remove and re-guard. To check the regulator cut into suspense, restore the wiring connector to change-nator. Connect the voltmeter through the N ter-flg, 67'Exploded kind of cooling fan and assembly shaft used on the L185 model. 1. Fan 2. Fan shaft 3. Key
4. Pully 5. Bearing 6. Ring binding 7. Spacer 8. Nut Coupler N Figue No. 8-Disable the wiring connector from the alterator and check the battery voltage through the Con-Nector Terminals E and F. figs, 69-Connect jumper wires and voltmeter to the alterator, as shown in the photo. Turn off the battery's ground cable and turn off the main switch during the test,
so that the on-ly voltage output power will be measured. Refer to the text. fplg, 70-Connect to E and F ter-minals of the alternator to check the resistance of the rotor coil to slip the ring and brush. 28 9. Thank you so much for reading. Please click here and then get more information. Information. Information.
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